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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

!

Background and objectives
The last major study of visitor centres was undertaken in 2004. Since then, there
have been significant changes in technology, visitor behaviour and expectations,
industry development and stakeholder engagement with tourism.
Against this backdrop of change, this study was commissioned by Tourism WA to
determine the optimal role of visitor centres for consumers and industry, and
recommend sustainable operating models for the visitor centre network.
The main objectives of the study are to develop:
•
Recommendations on the WA visitor centre network as a whole, including
number and location of visitor centres across the State and alternative
channels for information and booking; and
•
Recommendations on new models and transition strategies for individual
visitor centres.!
!
Approach
The study involved four major phases:
1. Initial consultation – interviews with key stakeholders to inform the focus of
subsequent phases.
2. Consumer trends and best practice – mixture of desktop research and indepth interviews to understand existing body of research relating to visitor
perceptions and behaviours, and best practice case studies from around the
world.
3. Stakeholder consultation – in-depth interviews (face to face and phone)
and on-line surveys with stakeholders including visitor centre managers, local
government, LTOs and industry.
4. Analysis and reporting – all findings have been consolidated into this final
report.
Key findings
After analysis of all phases, 18 key findings were distilled:
1. Visitors have very clear expectations about a visitor centre’s role and the
features they require.
2. There is variance in the roles that different visitor centres are playing.
3. There is widespread variance among stakeholders regarding the importance
of visitor centres and their current performance.
4. Visitor centres are an important engagement channel with a highly valuable
segment of traveller.
5. The true benefit of visitor centres to the local community can be significant
but is not reflected in their P+L.
6. The performance of visitor centres is highly varied across many key
measures.
7. There is little evidence of a true visitor centre network, it is more a collection
of independent centres.
8. The accreditation model lacks relevance with the majority of visitor centres.
9. Branding of the network is inconsistently applied.
10. The financial sustainability challenge will continue to grow.
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11. Recent CRC review recommendations may position CRCs as more attractive
co-location options for some visitor centres.
12. Staffing and providing consistent quality information to visitors is a challenge
to visitor centres.
13. There is a disconnect between the level of funding and the level of
opportunity for many visitor centres.
14. Location plays a key role in overall visitation.
15. A visitor centre is only part of the visitor servicing picture.
16. The impact of technology on visitor centres is unlikely to be terminal, but is
critical to understand and manage.
17. Visitor centres need to focus on winnable battles: the competition for online
bookings is growing steadily.
18. There is a large variance in the quality and sophistication of visitor centre
online presence and digital strategy.

!

Implications for the future
The key findings gave rise to 13 implications that helped to focus the development of
the end recommendations:
1. It is critical to provide a model to assist councils, visitor centre managers and
stakeholders to properly define the optimal role for different visitor centres.
2. Whatever extended roles are defined for visitor centres, the foundation
expectation of visitors – to provide unbiased information and a professional
service – must be met at all times.
3. There is no common measure of visitation or effectiveness of visitor centres,
making it nearly impossible for informed decisions to be made by any
stakeholder. For a common understanding to be created, universally held
and centrally measured yardsticks of performance need to be developed.
4. The lack of measures means that the economic value of visitor centres is
unknown by the majority of stakeholders. This value needs to be properly
established and understood in order for any future directions and
recommendations to be successful.
5. The range of management models and accreditation statuses means that a
single, prescriptive model of operation (for example, a set number of centres
per region) across the whole State is highly unlikely to deliver any benefits – a
more flexible model that is stakeholder-led and allows for regional
customisation and individual situations is critical.
6. There is high-level indication that a managed network would have a greater
impact on performance. Such a network should have the following
characteristics:
a. a centralised management layer to drive accountability, leverage and
growth;
b. common measures of success that would be shared with all
stakeholders;
c. a consistent, high-quality user experience; and
d. an agreed role for each visitor centre.
7. A strong and consistently applied brand is central to any aspiration of
visitation growth.
8. While a complete picture of a visitor centre’s value will only come from a more
balanced approach to measuring its performance and impact on the local
economy, the sustainability challenge remains. An optimal blend of value
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creation and funding efficiency strategies will be required to ensure ongoing
sustainability.
9. Despite the financial pressures, the lack of an overarching management
model means that many opportunities to leverage shared investment, create
economies of scale and centralise shared functions are being missed, adding
to the economic inefficiencies of many centres.
10. The funding:opportunity matrix presents an opportunity to develop a more
flexible segmentation model to help councils and visitor centres hold a more
informed discussion around:
a. the role of the visitor centre;
b. the optimal level of investment;
c. decisions such as co-location or sub-regional consolidation; and
d. the required strategic focus for the coming years.
11. Any visitor centre strategy must include location as an explicit consideration,
along with an understanding of the potential uplift benefits of high-visibility,
high-footfall locations.
12. Technology is unlikely to render visitor centres redundant, but it does present
opportunities for new attraction, engagement and information provision
channels if resourced and managed correctly.
13. The imbalance between available visitor centre resources (financial and
people) and the need for greater focus and innovation in online and mobile
engagement must be addressed.

!

Future Directions
Change is required if the full benefit of visitor servicing investment across the State is
to be realised. This change needs to be at two levels:
•
The individual visitor centre; and
•
The overall network.
A three tier segmentation model has been developed to assist individual visitor
centre stakeholders examine the strategic issues and choices in front of them. It
describes three possible areas of strategic focus, depending on the level of funding,
visitation and local tourism opportunity:
1. Creating additional value;
2. Optimising the operating model; and
3. Ensuring that any funding is applied as efficiently as possible.
At the overall network level, the study identifies eight initiatives to support this
change:
1. State-wide communication of the study findings; their implications to visitor
centres and stakeholders with a particular focus on extending the funding
opportunity and ROI; and rolling-out the three-tier segmentation model.
2. A standard strategy and approach for all visitor centres to incorporate
visitation, marketing initiatives, KPIs and reporting.
3. Review the current accreditation program.
4. Establish the value of visitor centres in WA.
5. Modular-based training across the visitor centre network across a range of
customer service; empathetic, needs-based selling programs, and critical
conversations.
6. The development of a sub-regional management layer for accredited visitor
centres.
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2.0 STUDY OVERVIEW
BACKGROUND
In 2004 Tourism WA undertook a review of the visitor centre network in Western
Australia (WA). As a result, a number of changes were undertaken including network
consolidation, increases in the number of accredited visitor centres, broader funding
sources and a focus on greater consistency of experience across visitor centres.
Since 2004 there have been significant global social and economic shifts, particularly
in relation to digital research and consumer decision-making influences that are
impacting usage of visitor centres. Stakeholder feedback to Tourism WA indicates
that many visitor centres throughout the State are finding it challenging to sustain
their operations.
A new study was commissioned by Tourism WA to determine the optimal role of
visitor centres for consumers and industry, and recommend sustainable operating
models for the visitor centre network.
OBJECTIVES
The main objectives of the study are to develop:
•
Recommendations on the WA visitor centre network as a whole, including
number and location of visitor centres across the State and alternative
channels for information and booking; and
•
Recommendations on new models and transition strategies for individual
visitor centres.
APPROACH
The approach was divided into four key phases, summarised as follows.
Diagram 1 – Study approach
Phase 1
Initial
Consultation

Phase 2
Consumer
Trends &
Best Practice

Phase 3
Stakeholder
Consultation

Phase 4
Model
Development
& Reporting

Phase 1: Consultation
Phase 1 focused on engagement (via workshops and in-depth interviews) with 11
internal Tourism WA stakeholders and 10 in-depth interviews with key external
stakeholders.1
The purpose of this consultation and discovery process was to gain insights into the
state and performance of the current model and to guide the development of phases
two, three and four of the project.
Phase 2: Consumer trends analysis and best practice review
For Phase 2, an analysis of existing research was conducted relating to changing
consumer trends, and explored a range of best practice case studies from Australia
and overseas.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

A full list of the stakeholders consulted is provided in the appendices.
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The purpose of the research was to highlight key trends that will impact on the role of
visitor centres into the future, and identify a range of innovations in service delivery
and operational models that could apply to the WA network.

!

The best practice review examined the visitor centres in:
•
•
•
•
•

New Zealand
California (USA)
British Columbia (Canada)
New York City (USA)
New South Wales

•
•
•
•

South Australia
Queensland
Manchester (UK)
Cape Town (South Africa)

Phase 3: Stakeholder consultation
The stakeholder consultation phase involved:
•
Online survey followed by in-depth face-to-face and telephone interviews with
82 visitor centre managers or owners;2
•
In-depth face-to-face and telephone interviews with 53 industry and
government stakeholders;3
•
Written contributions by the Visitor Centre Association of WA and the CRC
Association of WA; and
•
10-minute online survey with tourism operators in WA.
The online survey and visitor centre interviews focused on:
•
The current performance of the visitor centres;
•
The operating and funding models used by the visitor centres, including the
level of co-contributions from industry, local government or other sources;
•
The demonstrated impacts of digital technologies and potential future
directions; and
•
The relationship and synergies between other organisations in the area,
including the RTOs and the CRCs.
The external stakeholder interviews focused on:
•
The role and importance of the visitor centres, particularly in relation to brand
building and the conversion to purchase accommodation, services and
products;
•
The relationship and potential synergies between visitor centres and other
organisations, including the CRCs and the RTOs;
•
The observed impact of digital technologies and other external influences;
and
•
Suggestions for new operating models/frameworks and funding sources.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2
3

A full list of the visitor centres consulted is provided in the appendices.
A full list of the stakeholders consulted is provided in the appendices.
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The online survey with tourism operators included questions about:
•
The level of sales/bookings through the visitor centres;
•
The relationships with the visitor centres;
•
The role, important attributes and value of the visitor centres;
•
Awareness of the visitor centres’ sources of funding; and
•
The importance of visitor centre accreditation.

!

Phase 4: Model development and reporting
On completion of Phase 3, all research and information was analysed. A set of
principles underpinning the proposed future operating model and recommendations
was presented to Tourism WA. This report is a consolidation of all four phases,
including a detailed set of findings.
LIMITATIONS
There are some limitations with the data provided in this report that the reader should
be aware of.
International and national visitor surveys (IVS & NVS) data, year ended June
2013
•
The NVS survey asks interstate and intrastate visitors to WA, “During your trip
did you use a Tourist Office or a Tourist Information Centre?”. The sample
size of the visitors who responded “Yes” to this question is small, so detailed
analysis of visitor centre usage on a regional basis is not possible. This
question has only been asked in the last two years.
•
There is no international visitor data on the usage of visitor centres.
•
The spend figures on page 15 have been calculated using average spend for
all visitors to WA, as spend per visitor centre user is not available.
Online survey with visitor centres and interviews
•
All questions in the online survey and in-depth interviews were optional for the
visitor centres to answer. Therefore for certain data points, the sample may
be smaller than 82.
Visitors were not consulted as part of this study
•
Due to the availability of information across other jurisdictions, specific
research on visitors’ opinion of the visitor centre network was not included in
the project. Instead, findings from other visitor centre reviews were included
to provide this perspective. These included visitor research from South
Australia, New South Wales and New Zealand.
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3.0 FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS
Tourism has been identified by Deloitte as one of the top five super growth sectors
for Australia. In the report “Positioning for prosperity? Catching the next wave”,
Deloitte forecasts tourism will grow by 4% a year from 2013 to 2033, more than
doubling in size over the next two decades.4
Over the last two years the number of visitors coming to or travelling within WA has
increased by 5% to 22.1 million visitors, equating to $7.5 billion in expenditure.
During this period intrastate visitation numbers grew the most, by 8% to 5.4 million.5
Against this backdrop the study sets out to address the following objectives:
•
Recommendations on the WA visitor centre network as a whole, including
number and location of visitor centres across the State and alternative
channels for information and booking; and
•
Recommendations on new models and transition strategies for individual
visitor centres.
In addressing these objectives, analysis was conducted across seven key areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The purpose and role of visitor centres;
The performance of visitor centres;
Network governance, management and accreditation;
Branding;
Funding and resourcing;
Location; and
Trends in visitor servicing and technology.

This section details the findings and future implications for each area.
!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4

Business Review Weekly, ‘Deloitte names the five super-growth sectors set to add $250bn to
Australia’s economy” 9 October 2013.
5
Tourism WA, ‘Quarterly Visitor Snapshot Year Ending June 2013’, September 2013.!
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3.1

The purpose and role of visitor centres

FINDING ONE – Visitors have very clear expectations about a visitor centre’s
role and the features they require
Other jurisdictions in Australia and overseas have explored visitor expectations about
the role of visitor centres, the results of which are highly consistent. Consolidating
these findings, the major requirement for users of visitor centres is:
“…to provide visitors with insights into the region and distribute information about
tourist product”.6
The top three features that visitors look for in a visitor centre are:
1. Knowledgeable, professional staff, skilled in customer service;
2. Unbiased and authoritative information; and
3. Regional displays and stories.
Tour and accommodation bookings are also features that visitors look for, however
they are not as important as the top three. There is a potential disconnect between
visitor expectations and the current focus of some WA visitor centres on sales and
revenue generation at the expense of servicing and information provision. By way of
example, the South Australia study uncovered anecdotal evidence of some visitors
being turned off by the change in visitor centre staff attitude once they realised the
visitor was not there to book a tour or accommodation.6

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6

!Tourism Research Australia, ‘Destination Visitor Survey – Strategic Regional Research- South
Australia: The role of visitor information centres (VICs) in distributing tourism product in regional South
Australia’, July 2012.!
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FINDING TWO – There is variance in the roles that different visitor centres are
playing

!

Consistent with visitor expectations, each stakeholder group also sees information
provision as one of the main functions of a visitor centre. There is, however, greater
variance in describing what else a visitor centre should offer.
The visitor centre perspective
Visitor centres in WA are highly varied in their focus.7
The visitor centres have different areas of focus

Diagram 2 - Role of visitor centres

Information Provision
Bookings
Community
Destination Marketing - Basic (eg
planners)

The VC itself, not the Shire

Destination Marketing - Advanced (eg
campaigns)
Industry Linkage
0

25

50
%

75

100

n=81

While all visitor centres interviewed provide traditional visitor information, nearly half
also offered booking services and a smaller proportion focused on support to the
community, some form of local or sub-regional destination marketing and industry
support.

Notes: Data is only from the 81 visitor centres interviewed. These figures are from qualitative research and provide an indication of the focus
areas of the visitor centres

The visitor perspective
Visitors believe visitor centres should focus on providing unbiased information and
insights on a region.
•
In South Australia, the VIC features rated by focus group respondents as
“very important” were knowledgeable staff (100%), regional displays and
stories (69%), booking services (31%) and public internet (29%).8
•
VICs are also seen as key sources for providing authoritative and unbiased
information.
•
For some visitors, bookings detracted from the perceived core function of the
VIC.
“We have sometimes found, particularly overseas, that selling bookings
becomes the main focus for staff, rather than providing information about the
region. We found that offices labelled as tourist information centres in these
countries were really just booking agencies, with staff only interested in doing a
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7

These figures are from qualitative research and provide an indication of the focus areas of the visitor
centres in WA.
8
Tourism Research Australia, ‘Destination Visitor Survey – Strategic Regional Research- South
Australia: The role of visitor information centres (VICs) in distributing tourism product in regional South
Australia’, July 2012.
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hard sell of tickets. I would be very disappointed if Australian [visitor centres]
moved in this direction” 9

!

The tourism operator perspective
Tourism operators describe the most important aspects of visitor centres as: 10
•
Having knowledgeable staff that provide information about the region; product
offered and upcoming events;
•
Offering a web presence to educate and attract visitors to the local area;
•
Providing brochures and flyers; and
•
Providing leads and referrals to local businesses.
Adding value to the industry
Tourism operators believe visitor centres could add more value to their business
by marketing the region to visitors, keeping information about the region and its
offerings up-to-date and being highly trained in customer service and sales.
“[visitor centres should] ask the customer questions and find out what
they looking for and book the appropriate tour or accommodation for
them. They need to sell the tours and accommodation, not just be a
brochure giver-outer.” Operator
The stakeholder perspective
Stakeholders describe a visitor centre’s role as information provision, promotion of
the region, supporting industry through selling tourism product and increasing visitor
stay and spend in an area.11
“They need to encourage people to do more things and stay longer.” Stakeholder
“Promote attractions and what there is to do in the area, not just the town.”
Stakeholder
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
ONE
It is critical to provide a model to assist councils, visitor centre managers and
stakeholders to properly define the optimal role for different visitor centres.
TWO
Whatever extended roles are defined for visitor centres, the foundation expectation of
visitors – to provide unbiased information and a professional service – must be met
at all times.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9

Tourism Research Australia, ‘Destination Visitor Survey – Strategic Regional Research- South
Australia: The role of visitor information centres (VICs) in distributing tourism product in regional South
Australia’, July 2012.
10
Haeberlin Consulting, online survey of tourism industry members, October 2013.
11
Haeberlin Consulting, interviews with tourism industry stakeholders, Aug-Oct 2013.!
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The current performance of visitor centres

!

FINDING THREE - There is widespread variance among stakeholders regarding
the importance of visitor centres and their current performance
The study uncovered a range of concerns about the current performance and future
potential of visitor centres, either fed back directly or related third-hand. The
comments highlighted a view that visitor numbers were in decline, and that internet
bookings, pre-destination research and travel applications would see them gradually
fade into insignificance.
Upon closer analysis, a different view starts to emerge. While many visitor centres
have reported reducing visitor numbers in terms of door count, according to the NVS
over the last two years the percentage of domestic visitors using a visitor centre
actually showed a small increase.12
•
The National Visitor Survey shows the number of users rose from 10.5% of
visitors (641,200) to 11.0% (723,700) in the year ended June 2013.13
It is this “share of total visitation” metric that perhaps best represents the outcome
that visitor centres are most able to influence – attracting a greater share of visitors
to their local area or region, where the visitors have already made the initial decision
to visit the state.
FINDING FOUR – Visitor centres are an important engagement channel with a
highly valuable segment of traveller
Although currently only 10% of domestic visitors use a visitor centre, those who do
visit stay more than twice as long as those who don’t. Based on average spend data,
this group of visitor centre users represents nearly one quarter of the total spend in
WA for domestic travellers.12
Table 1 – Visitor Centre Users versus Non-Users Spend and Stay

FINDING FIVE – The true benefit of visitor centres to the local community can
be significant but is not reflected in their P+L
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12

Tourism Research Australia, ‘National Visitor Surveys’, YE June 2012 and YE June 2013.
As not all respondents are asked about whether they used a tourist office or tourist information centre
during their visit, the total number of domestic visitors who use one have been estimated by
extrapolating the proportion of people who do answer the question and used/did not use one onto the
total number of domestic visitors.

13
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From interviews with all stakeholders it was clear that most investment in visitor
centres was made without any real measure of the financial benefits they provide to
the local economy. New South Wales and South Australian studies have measured
the economic impact of visitor centres. Their studies show that for each visitor who
walks into a visitor centre, regardless of whether or not they spend anything in the
centre itself, the total additional money they spend in the region as a result of their
visit is between $56 and $107.14 Obviously, the exact level of benefit for any given
centre will depend on the level of visitation and available product, but this range
gives a strong indication that visitor centres can provide a return on investment.
This “hidden” value of visitor centres is critical for a
number of reasons:
•
It enables all stakeholders to establish a more
robust financial case for continued investment
in visitor centres;
•
It creates the basis for proper ROI estimates
and better matching of funding to the end
benefit; and
•
It helps to reduce the amount of time spent to
“re-sell” the benefit of visitors to new
stakeholders such as councillors.

!

“one of the first people in
line each year with his
membership cheque is the
local mechanic, because
he understands the
amount of business he
gets from our referrals”
Visitor centre manager

FINDING SIX – The performance of visitor centres is highly varied across many
key measures
There is no standard measure of the performance of visitor centres, which is an issue
in itself. Upon analysis of visitor centre door count data and regional visitation
statistics, each visitor centre is performing at a very different level in terms of share
of total visitors to its region. The ratio of door count to total visitors to the region for
individual visitor centres range from almost 0% to nearly 27%, with significant
variance across regions as shown in Table 2.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14

Aurora Research and Development, ‘Inquiry into Tourism in Local Communities’, June 2013 and
Tourism Research Australia, ‘Destination Visitor Survey – Strategic Regional Research- South Australia:
The role of visitor information centres (VICs) in distributing tourism product in regional South Australia’,
July 2012.
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Table 2 – Door count to regional visitation ratio ranges

!

Staff experience, training and employment status differ markedly across visitor
centres, and this is having an impact on customer experience. The experiences
observed or reported ranged from highly engaging and satisfactory through to
disinterested, unsatisfactory and overly sales focused.
The strategic focus of visitor centres ranges from information provision through to
retail, accommodation and tour booking all the way through to destination marketing.
Often this is determined with little consideration of the actual opportunity available to
each visitor centre in terms of visitor numbers and available product.
This wide variance in strategic focus can cause a disconnect between what visitors
want and expect, and what is being delivered.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
THREE
There is no common measure of visitation or effectiveness of visitor centres, making
it nearly impossible for informed decisions to be made by any stakeholder. For a
common understanding to be created, universally held and centrally measured
yardsticks of performance need to be developed.
FOUR
The lack of measures means that the economic value of visitor centres is unknown
by the majority of stakeholders. This value needs to be properly established and
understood in order for any future directions and recommendations to be successful.
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3.3

Network governance, accreditation and management

FINDING SEVEN – There is little evidence of a true visitor centre network, it is
more a collection of independent centres
At first, the study treated the visitor centres as a single network but it quickly became
apparent this wasn’t an accurate or relevant treatment. There are many important
reasons for this:

There are different management models & accreditation levels

•

There is significant variance in terms of accreditation status and management
model
o Of 127 visitor centres in WA, only 45 are Level 1 or 2 accredited
• There are 127
visitorrange
centres
in WA
of which 45 are
withto
TCWA.
o Management
models
from
Shire-funded
andaccredited
run through
LTO
and private enterprise
•

The visitor centres operate under different management models.

Table 3 – Management models of the visitor centres interviewed
Management Models

•

•

•

Accreditation/Non accreditation Status – all VCs

Tourism Associations
(typically NFP incorporated
management committees)

26

Local government
(some with advisory
committees)

39

CRCs
(NFP incorporated
management committees)

11

Private

5

Total

81

Level 1

33

Level 2

12

ATAP

7

Non Accredited

75

Total

127

There is little to no guidance or leverage across visitor centres and RTOs
o Given the limited resources of each visitor centre, opportunities to
leverage economies of scale by combining focus and resources
should be highly sought after. In theory this is a role that RTOs could
fill under their MOU relationship with visitor centres.
o While there are scattered examples of collaboration and leveraged
investment across multiple visitor centres, in general the RTOs are too
busy fulfilling their major responsibility to promote their regions to act
as a guide or facilitator of leveraged opportunities for different visitor
centres.
There are highly varied levels of accountability and performance management
o There is no standard set of measures across visitor centres. The
extent to which any measures exist and are managed is very much
dependent on the relationship between each centre and its respective
management body.
No-one is managing the network, nor is it anyone’s job to do so
o There is no real management layer sitting across the visitor centres.
The VCAWA lacks the funding to fulfil much more than a figure-head
and annual event coordinator role.
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It is left to individual Shires and Cities to decide the relative
importance of tourism and therefore the amount of funding allocated
to visitor centres.

!

CASE STUDY
New Zealand’s i-site network is consistently branded, with more integrated
management and a strong focus on a consistently high quality customer
experience (including mystery shopping audits). The results of this model are
impressive, with over 87% customer visitor satisfaction and 90% of international
visitors making a purchase. Over 40% of international visitors use an i-site when
in New Zealand
15

FINDING EIGHT – The accreditation model lacks relevance with the majority of
visitor centres
Consultation feedback on the value of accreditation was consistent – the focus is on
compliance and “back office” functions rather than driving a consistently high quality
visitor experience.
“I don’t think accreditation brings that many benefits. Once we had
done the file, no-one really checks up on it” Visitor centre
“They come in and ask if we have cleaning products on site. Then it’s
weeks later when we get their report.” Visitor centre
“They only look at back-office things when they should be looking at
how we interact with the visitors.” Visitor centre
“What do they give us for being a Level 1 versus a Level 2? I don’t
know and I can’t get an answer from anyone.” Visitor centre
In addition, while the requirements for Level 1 and 2 centres to operate in
accordance with a current Strategic Business plan, the level of accountability for
performance against this plan was moderate at best. Beyond a strategic plan, only
75% of Level 1 and under 50% of Level 2 centres had a marketing in place or
operated under a Shire plan.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15

Tourism New Zealand, ‘Visitor Experience Monitor’, 2011-2012 and ‘i-SITE New Zealand Perception
Research’ 2009-2010.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
FIVE
The range of management models and accreditation statuses means that a single,
prescriptive model of operation (for example, a set number of centres per region)
across the whole State is highly unlikely to deliver any benefits – a more flexible
model that is stakeholder-led and allows for regional customisation and individual
situations is critical.
SIX
There is high-level indication that a managed network would have a greater impact
on performance. Such a network should have the following characteristics:
• A centralised management layer to drive accountability, leverage and growth;
• Common measures of success that would be shared with all stakeholders;
• A consistent, high-quality user experience; and
• An agreed role for each visitor centre.
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Branding

!

FINDING NINE – Branding of the network is inconsistently applied
The “i” brand, the benefits it promises and the experience that sits beneath it is
poorly and inconsistently applied throughout WA visitor centres.
Arrival
Upon arrival at the international and domestic airport there is no introduction to the “i”
brand encouraging visitors to look for and use the visitor centres, nor any information
explaining the services they provide and the benefits they can offer. Most visitors
would be left to discover visitor centres by accident. Compared to other jurisdictions
the impact is quite different:
Diagram 3 – Porto (Portugal) and Adelaide airports visitor information centres

Signage
Linked to the lack of proper introduction to the brand, there is no standard delivery of
signage across visitor centres, either in the approach to the centre or at the centre
itself.
Diagram 4 – Examples of external signage across visitor centres in WA
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The benefits of proper signage have been measured in other jurisdictions. A
California Welcome Centre in Lake Tahoe experienced a 100% increase in visitation
simply with the introduction of clearly marked highway signage.16
Diagram 5 – California Welcome Centre approach signage

Diagram 6 from Melbourne shows how the presentation of the “i” is linked to the
traditional brown background and “t” of a tourism attraction. This linkage is critical –
research conducted by Millward Brown in 2000 highlighted that 80% of visitors who
were aware of both the accredited yellow italic “i” and the non-accredited white Times
Roman “i” on a blue background were unaware of the difference between them 17.
Diagram 6 – Melbourne visitor centre signage

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16
17

Haeberlin Consulting email correspondence with Truckee Welcome Centre, August 2013.
Millward Brown, Visitor Satisfaction Study: Tourist, services and direction signing, May 2000.
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Presentation and Layout
Across different visitor centres, presentation and layout is varied:

!

Diagram 7 – Visitor centre interior layouts

Many visitor centres have service desks behind which staff wait for visitors to
approach. Some visitor centres have a floating “greeter” who is able to approach
visitors, ascertain their requirements and point them in the right direction. This
second model mirrors that observed in the NYC Visitor Centre, where two greeters
assist visitors with enquiries, navigation of online kiosks and ticket bookings. An
interview with the NYC Visitor Centre manager confirmed this “hospitality” driven
approach rather than a more traditional “order taking behind a counter” approach
made visitors feel more comfortable and increased their satisfaction with the visit.
It is important for each visitor centre to reflect their own local flavour, but it is equally
important that they are all seen as part of the broader network. New Zealand
research has shown that international visitors expect all i-sites to be a true network,
assuming each will provide a similar service, share information with each other and
provide local advice.18

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
!

SEVEN
A strong and consistently applied brand is central to any aspiration of visitation
growth.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18

Tourism New Zealand, ‘i-SITE New Zealand Perception Research 2010’, 31 May 2010.
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3.5

Funding and resourcing

FINDING TEN – The financial sustainability challenge will continue to grow
It is highly challenging for visitor centres to establish any kind of financial
sustainability. As outlined in Finding 5, many of the services they provide - and are
expected to provide by visitors - cannot be charged for and the flow-on financial
benefits exist outside their own P+L. Additionally, sustainability is not an absolute
measure – a visitor centre could operate with no revenue but if all stakeholders see
value in the operation and are prepared to fund it, then it can be considered
sustainable.
Local governments are a major stakeholder in the financial sustainability of visitors
centres, representing approximately 40% of the total operating income of the visitor
centres that provided funding estimates in the study. To supplement this valuable
financial support, a range of non-government revenue sources are sought, including:
•
Membership fees;
•
Visitor servicing income;
o Booking commissions; and
o Merchandise.
•
Non visitor servicing income;
o Managing attractions, café or shop;
o Ticketing;
o Conference room bookings;
o Holding events or hosting visiting groups to a town;
o Grants;
o Corporate sponsorship and donations;
o Production of a local directory; and
o Licensing services.
The sustainability challenge can be illustrated in the following projection:
Diagram 8 – Average VC funding vs cost projection over 5 years19
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WA VC self-reported funding, Victorian VIC Futures Project Final Report, 2013 , Haeberlin analysis
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With decreases in online bookings revenue reported up to 50% from peak levels and
upwards cost pressure across the board, the sustainability pressure is projected to
only increase – all other things being equal, the average VC will need to find $50,000
more funding in five years time to maintain breakeven.20

!

This sustainability pressure is exacerbated by a range of factors. The study
highlighted some visitor centres do not have enough income to recruit and retain
suitably qualified staff. Benchmarks from other VC studies show the concentration of
the cost base for VCs in staff costs (68% of total costs) and the upwards pressure
that this can create.21
“They can’t pay high enough wages to attract anyone with the right
background.” Stakeholder
“Competition for staff - Pilbara is very expensive place to live.”
Stakeholder
For other visitor centres, there is insufficient funding to provide in-depth training for
their permanent staff and volunteers.
“We can’t afford to train staff or send them to events, like the VCAWA
conference.” Visitor centre
Funding also impacts on the extent to which visitor centres can market their
destinations and update their websites.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20

Assumptions: Local Government investment projected at LGCI for 2014 (2.7%), Memberships and
Retail at 5%, Other at 3%, Bookings at -10%pa. Staff costs projected at 5%, all others at CPI (2.7% for
Q4:2013).
21
Source: Victorian VIC Futures Project Final Report, December 2013!
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FINDING ELEVEN – Recent CRC review recommendations may position CRCs
as more attractive co-location options for some visitor centres

!

In October of this year findings of the WA CRC review were published. Central to the
recommendations was a greater focus on driving demonstrable economic
development. This has the potential to provide greater alignment between the CRCs
and the visitor centres, providing opportunities to reduce the cost base of visitor
servicing whilst also expanding the resource base. Both DRD and the CRCAWA
both expressed interest during the study to further explore the possibilities in this
regard.
This co-location may be a viable option for some visitor centres, but several barriers
(some perceived, some actual) would need to be overcome for this to be successful:
•
Dilution of focus on achieving tourism outcomes (becoming ‘just another
service offering’);
•
Lack of understanding of the tourism industry;
•
Unsuitable location of some CRCs; and
•
Lack of floor space for an effective visitor experience and limitation of retail
opportunities.
FINDING TWELVE - Staffing and providing consistent quality information to
visitors is a challenge to visitor centres
A barrier to consistent delivery of a quality customer experience is staffing of visitor
centres. Stakeholders and visitor centres commented that management and staffing
turnover can be high.
“There’s a lack of regular, cohesive staff.” Stakeholder
“Staffing is a huge issue in the slow period - knowledge and training are
lost.” Visitor centre
Involving volunteers for many visitor centres is the only way they can operate but it is
not always a cost-effective and simple solution. Stakeholders and visitor centre
managers explained that volunteers need to be trained and enthused in order to
have sufficient product knowledge, and are not always interested in all aspects of the
visitor centre. Some visitor centres have stopped using volunteers because the
advice they have provided has been biased towards promoting their own product.
These staffing issues cause additional overhead for visitor centre managers, an extra
challenge given resources are already constrained.
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FINDING THIRTEEN – There is a disconnect between the level of funding and
the level of opportunity for many visitor centres

!

Diagram 9 – Level of funding versus level of opportunity

The diagram above shows the disparity across different visitor centres. Some centres
are receiving a low level of government investment, yet have a high visitation and
level of available local product. Others have a very high level of investment, yet have
relatively low levels of visitation and available local product. In both cases the
investment of government is not being properly matched to the potential return to the
local community.
At a State level this model is useful as an indication of varying levels of performance
and opportunity to investment. At a sub-regional level, this can be used to determine
whether there is an over- or under-representation of visitor centres when considering
the visitation and opportunity level. At an individual visitor centre level, this thinking
can be used to assess the optimal level of investment as well as co-location or
consolidation decisions.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
EIGHT
While a complete picture of a visitor centre’s value will only come from a more
balanced approach to measuring its performance and impact on the local economy,
the sustainability challenge remains. An optimal blend of value creation and funding
efficiency strategies will be required to ensure ongoing sustainability.
NINE
Despite the financial pressures, the lack of an overarching management model
means that many opportunities to leverage shared investment, create economies of
scale and centralise shared functions are being missed, adding to the economic
inefficiencies of many centres.
TEN
The funding:opportunity matrix presents an opportunity to develop a more flexible
segmentation model to help councils and visitor centres hold a more informed
discussion around:
•
the role of the visitor centre;
•
the optimal level of investment;
•
decisions such as co-location or sub-regional consolidation; and
•
the required strategic focus for the coming years.
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Location
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FINDING FOURTEEN – Location plays a key role in overall visitation
Through face-to-face interviews at visitor centres across the State, the observed
variance in physical location was distinct, ranging from:
•
Major highway;
•
Main street;
•
Off main street, with approach signage;
•
Off main street, without approach signage;
•
Co-located with attraction; and
•
Co-located with community service – (e.g. library, CRC).
The location is critical to visitation. Anecdotal feedback based on visitor centres that
have moved from off-main street to main street locations points to an almost
immediate doubling of visitation. In this way, location selection and signage are
equally powerful in driving visitation and must considered as part of the strategic
focus of each centre.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
ELEVEN
Any visitor centre strategy must include location as an explicit consideration, along
with an understanding of the potential uplift benefits of high-visibility, high-footfall
locations.
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technology playing an increasingly important role in the consumer purchase lifecycle
for travel and tourism products. Visitor centres need to adapt to these changing
consumer trends in order to remain sustainable into the future.
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• Of the five phases of the consumer purchase lifecycle, visitor centres can
have the greatest impact in Phase 4: Destination.
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This industry-centric view does not directly correspond with the experience of travel
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While there is an important role for visitor centres to play, they are neither the only
nor the most widely used source of visitor information. Research conducted by the
City of Melbourne shows that a broad spectrum of sources are utilised, and that it is
not in-destination apps that are most commonly used, but brochures23.

!

Diagram 11 – Most common sources of in-destination information
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Street signage

63%
55%
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Printed maps of Melbourne
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50%
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Public transport operator websites/apps

46%

Transport workers
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The importance of more “traditional” channels was mirrored in New York, where the
Visitor Centre (also in charge of destination marketing as part of the City of New
York) has chosen not to develop their own apps, instead directing visitors to other
externally-developed apps for their in-destination use. The Visitor Centre’s focus for
development: better visitor maps for the city.
Beyond these traditional channels, our research uncovered examples of
technological and delivery innovation that will be important considerations for the
future of visitor centres:
Mobile applications
o Mobile apps are also becoming increasingly more popular as sources
of mobile information for travellers. Text100 found that over 50% of
people worldwide are likely to download a travel app associated with
their destination before they go and use the app in-destination. The
most popular apps used were Google Maps/GPS (40%), city guides
(38%), local weather (37%) and restaurant finders (28%).24
o Visitor centres have an opportunity to fulfil some of the online needs of
travellers. Jigsaw’s research found that travellers to WA want to be
able to access maps, food/restaurants, directions and general
information about the destination through their smart phones.25
Tourism WA’s Experience Extraordinary mobile app presents an
opportunity for visitor centres and local industry to leverage an
existing platform providing this information.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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23

Source: Victorian VIC Futures Project, December 2013
Text100, ‘Text100 Digital Index: Travel and Tourism Study’, October 2012.
25
Jigsaw, ‘Online Travel Planning Behaviour- Quantitative Findings’, June 2013
24
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Near Field Communications
o Allows information to be passed from a transponder to a mobile
device over a short distance (less than 10cm). The transponder does
not have to be powered, meaning the applications for remote, location
specific information delivery are myriad and cost-effective. This
technology has been used in a tourism context at Museum of London,
World Expo 2012 in Korea and the Modern and Contemporary Art
Museum of Nice26. From a VC perspective, it lends itself well to
guided walks and information provision outside of operating hours.
•
Immersive centre environments
o In an attempt to move away from the traditional “racked brochure”
environment, where brochures are catalogued “library-style” according
to type or region, many visitor centres around the world are embracing
technology to optimise their footprint and focus on a higher-quality
user experience.
o The use of touchscreen, interactive tablets and PC stands to replace
rows of brochure racks enables similar amounts of information to be
presented with less floorspace, enabling greater room for retail and
visitor interaction. Some visitor centres in WA, such as Busselton, are
using iPads to provide visitor information.
•
Mobile visitor centres
o Mobile visitor information centres are vehicles staffed by one or two
people and stocked with iPads, maps and other local information. The
vehicle can be customised with flip-up panels, map murals, an
attractive paint job and four to five interior information stations. Mobile
information centres give information to visitors already in a location by
showing up at popular tourist areas, and attract visitors to their city by
traveling to events around the region. A number of visitor information
centres across the U.S. are using mobile visitor information centres,
including St Paul, Minnesota; Arlington, Virginia; and Santa Monica,
California.27
•
Ambassador programs
o A number of destinations around the world have utilised trained
volunteers to act as roaming ambassadors and informed, impartial
information sources, including the City of Melbourne, Port Macquarie,
Brisbane Airport and Christchurch.
o Beyond volunteers, there are other programs targeting industry
operators, providing certification for front-line staff in visitor
experience, servicing and information provision. Examples include
Grand Rapids, San Antonio and Dallas in the USA.
•
Kiosks or “shop-within-shops”
o A visitor centre doesn’t have to be a stand-alone building, in fact from
a foot-traffic perspective this is often less than optimal. Many
destinations use low-footprint kiosks or outlets within larger shops to
increase visitation in a cost-effective way. Examples include kiosks in
the City of Melbourne, City of Perth and shop-within-shops in New
York City, where there is a small VC outlet inside Macy’s department
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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26

Roman Egger, ‘The impact of near field communication on tourism’, Journal of Hospitality and
Tourism Technology, Vol 4 No 2 2013, pp 119-133.

27

http://skift.com/2013/05/15/the-new-generation-of-mobile-visitor-centers-road-tripping-the-u-s/#/0!
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store in addition to their larger, stand-alone VC. The outlet focuses on
ticket sales and information provision, and is able to operate at similar
visitation levels with approximately a third of the footprint and reduced
staffing.

!

FINDING SIXTEEN – The impact of technology on visitor centres is unlikely to
be terminal, but is critical to understand and manage
Technology’s ongoing impact on traveller expectations and behaviours is significant.
These behaviours impact visitor centres and their strategies to engage with visitors,
provide information and deliver value. First hand stakeholder feedback highlighted a
line of thinking that the growth in pre-journey online booking, research and indestination apps would eventually replace visitor centres.
“As an information source visitor centres are in danger of being left behind.
People can search as they drive and are almost able to bypass the visitor centre
completely."
Visitor centre
In addressing these concerns the following facts should be considered.
•
89% of domestic visitors used the internet to plan part of their holiday to WA
for the year ending June 2013.28
o This represents an opportunity for visitor centres to engage with
visitors through a vibrant, well-branded online presence
•
Less than a quarter (22%) of these domestic visitors made any bookings on
the internet prior to travelling, with just over half of international visitors (52%)
doing the same.28
•
Although many visitor centres report door counts as a key metric, the
collection methodology varies from centre to centre and does not distinguish
between locals and tourists. The only standard measure of visitation of visitor
centres is through the NVS, covering domestic travellers only and measuring
those visitors who used any visitor centre during their trip. The NVS has only
tracked this metric for the last two years.
o According to NVS, the share of visitors who have used a visitor centre
in the last two years has actually shown a small increase.
Based on these facts, it is clear that no empirical link can be established between
increase in online behaviours and changes to actual visitation. More data and a
more inclusive measurement platform (particularly including international visitors) is
required before further analysis can be undertaken.
The need for a balance between online engagement and offline visitor servicing can
be summarised by these quotes from three different perspectives:
“Tourism is experiences – you can't get that online. People at visitor centres
are a big part of delivering that experience, confirming decisions or validating
information in an impartial, ethical and professional way”
Stakeholder
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Tourism Research Australia, International and National Visitor Surveys, YE June 2013
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A lot [of visitors] use iPads. But specific local info (road conditions etc.) they
have to get from the visitor centre”
Visitor Centre

!

“…there was a report on the tele (sic) this week that due to the internet, i-sites
in local regions are becoming a non-viable option – NO WAY I say. How else
can any of us learn of local conditions, not just to have a successful viewing
of wildflowers, but more importantly to know of local conditions. Crikey,
visitors to various regions wouldn’t even know to ask such a question –
imagine what would happen to folks taking a “DIY” drive based only on
internet info. There would be an increase in stranded travellers I am sure!”
Email to visitor centre, September 2013
Perhaps the best parallel to illustrate the impact of technology comes from outside
the tourism industry. From the 1980s through to the early 2000s, new technology
like ATMs and internet banking aligned with banks’ focus to cut costs. Their branch
networks represented significant investments and so there were multiple attempts at
footprint reductions and trying to “force” transactions to lower-cost channels such as
ATMs and the internet. This resulted in widespread backlash from consumers and a
disconnect between the branch and the community.
While internet transactions have continued to grow and can now be considered a
mature technology, banks have now realised that the importance of branches has not
diminished, even though the role they play may have shifted. Diagram 12 shows the
impact of this realisation – branch numbers continue to grow despite far stronger
growth in internet banking users.
Diagram 12 – Growth in bank branch numbers versus Online banking users 2001201129

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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MISC White Paper Remote Banking Futures 2012, MISC Internet Banking Co-operate Bank
Statistical Pool Historical Data 2000-2009, APRA Points of Presence Historical Data 2001-2011
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Even with mobile banking growing at a rapid rate, banks still recognise the
importance of branches.

!

“Customers are doings about 3.5 times the volume of transactions online than
compared to all of our other channels. Numbers of customers visiting
branches has not changed significantly, but what is changing is what people
go to the branch for.
The local branch remains a key touch point for many customers and is the
place where people go for advice on their more complex needs and where
they want to have a face-to-face discussion”
Harry Wendt, Westpac General Manager Online and Customer Service
Centres30
The continuing importance of branches does not mean that their focus hasn’t
evolved. Banks now are looking at streamlining not the footprint itself, but the size of
branches and the resourcing (both numbers and skillsets) to better match the needs
of branch visitors. This is perhaps the greatest learning for visitor centers – while
there is no available evidence nor precedent for technology completely removing the
role of quality, impartial face to face visitor information, the challenge for a
sustainable future will lie in optimising the footprint, resourcing levels and the delivery
models across different regions.
FINDING SEVENTEEN – Visitor centres need to focus on winnable battles: the
competition for online bookings is growing steadily
The power, reach and transactional convenience of accommodation aggregators
including Wotif and Expedia mean that continued growth of revenues from online
accommodation bookings over the long- term will be highly challenging for visitor
centres. Operators prefer the payment terms and volume that the aggregators
provide, so while many visitor centres do take online bookings and do generate some
valuable revenue, it would be high risk to stake continued financial viability on this
income stream.
Deloitte and Tourism Australia research into the planning, purchasing and visiting
cycle shows that while visitor centres have a valid place in in-destination servicing,
they do not feature as readily during the booking phase.31 The study has backed up
this finding.
“Accommodation owners list on multiple websites, not just the visitor
centre, e.g. Wotif, Stayz. This reduces the number of bookings through
the visitor centre site.”
Visitor centre
“Accommodation bookings have dropped off, operators are undercutting
prices.”
Visitor centre
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Computerworld, Convenience king in internet banking growth, 11 July 2011
PriceWaterhouseCoopers and Tourism Australia, Distribution in Australia’s international markets:
Situational Analysis, March 2013!
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The online booking platform that most visitor centres use (Bookeasy) was also raised
as a challenge in making the most of online opportunities. Many of the visitor centres
commented that the Bookeasy system is expensive and frustrating to use.

!

“Bookeasy is clunky and frustrating. It can make staff look incompetent.”
Visitor centre
“The program can be very slow and response times from Bookeasy
technical support can be long.”
Visitor centre
There remains a reasonable portion of visitor centres that do not take bookings. Two
reasons cited for this were:
1. Booking engines are too expensive compared to the expected return on
income; and/or
2. There isn’t enough product in the area requiring a booking service.
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FINDING EIGHTEEN – There is a large variance in the quality and
sophistication of visitor centres’ online presence and digital strategy

!

With the continued rise of pre-journey online research, a properly functioning website
is critical in attracting visitation to the local area. Social media is now part of the predestination engagement, opening up new channels of brand building and attraction
for local destinations. Both point to a need for greater focus on online presence and
digital strategy for visitor centres.
•

•

In 2013, 89% of domestic visitors said they used the internet to source
information about their trip to WA (before they left home), increasing by 25%
since 2009.32
It is imperative for visitor centres to have an attractive, user-friendly website to
engage with these consumers prior to and during their travel. Diagram 13
shows the broad distribution of the visitor centres’ online presence.

Diagram 13: Visitor centres’ online presence33
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Tourism Research Australia, ‘International and National Visitor Surveys’, YE June 2013.
Note: Based on interviews, observation and online research!
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Overall, visitor centre managers understand the importance of having a strong
website presence to drive visitation to their areas. Several commented that they’re in
the process of upgrading their websites or are looking to upgrade in the near future.
Very few visitor centres have, however, enabled their websites for mobile use, even
though travellers are becoming more dependent on mobile technology. In-destination
behaviours are changing. Mobile and internet usage for travellers continues to grow,
with almost two thirds of international and domestic visitors (59% and 60%
respectively) to Australia using a smartphone to access the internet.34

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
TWELVE
While there is no available evidence nor precedent for technology completely
removing the role of quality, impartial face to face visitor information, the challenge
for a sustainable future will lie in optimising the footprint, resourcing levels and the
delivery models across different regions.
THIRTEEN
The imbalance between available visitor centre resources (financial and people) and
the need for greater focus and innovation in online and mobile engagement must be
addressed.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Tourism Research Australia, ‘International and National Visitor Surveys’, YE June 2013.
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3.8 Summary of Implications
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The list below summarises the implications that the key findings have for the future of
visitor centres in WA:
1. It is critical to provide a model to assist councils, visitor centre managers and
stakeholders to properly define the optimal role for different visitor centres.
2. Whatever extended roles are defined for visitor centres, the foundation
expectation of visitors – to provide unbiased information and a professional
service – must be met at all times.
3. There is no common measure of visitation or effectiveness of visitor centres,
making it nearly impossible for informed decisions to be made by any
stakeholder. For a common understanding to be created, universally held and
centrally measured yardsticks of performance need to be developed.
4. The lack of measures means that the economic value of visitor centres is
unknown by the majority of stakeholders. This value needs to be properly
established and understood in order for any future directions and
recommendations to be successful.
5. The range of management models and accreditation statuses means that a
single, prescriptive model of operation (for example, a set number of centres
per region) across the whole State is highly unlikely to deliver any benefits – a
more flexible model that is stakeholder-led and allows for regional
customisation and individual situations is critical.
6. There is high-level indication that a managed network would have a greater
impact on performance. Such a network should have the following
characteristics:
a. A centralised management layer to drive accountability, leverage and
growth;
b. Common measures of success that would be shared with all
stakeholders;
c. A consistent, high-quality user experience; and
d. An agreed role for each visitor centre.
7. A strong and consistently applied brand is central to any aspiration of
visitation growth.
8. While a complete picture of a visitor centre’s value will only come from a more
balanced approach to measuring its performance and impact on the local
economy, the sustainability challenge remains. An optimal blend of value
creation and funding efficiency strategies will be required to ensure ongoing
sustainability.
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9. Despite the financial pressures, the lack of an overarching management
model means that many opportunities to leverage shared investment, create
economies of scale and centralise shared functions are being missed, adding
to the economic inefficiencies of many centres.
10. The funding:opportunity matrix presents an opportunity to develop a more
flexible segmentation model to help councils and visitor centres hold a more
informed discussion around:
a. the role of the visitor centre;
b. the optimal level of investment;
c. decisions such as co-location; and
d. the required strategic focus for the coming years.
11. Any visitor centre strategy must include location as an explicit consideration,
along with an understanding of the potential uplift benefits of high-visibility,
high-footfall locations.
12. While there is no available evidence nor precedent for technology completely
removing the role of quality, impartial face to face visitor information, the
challenge for a sustainable future will lie in optimising the footprint, resourcing
levels and the delivery models across different regions.
13. The imbalance between available visitor centre resources (financial and
people) and the need for greater focus and innovation in online and mobile
engagement must be addressed.
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4.0 FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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Based on the implications in the previous section, it is clear the most critical need to
address is sustainability. In addressing this issue we have taken a two-pronged
approach:
•
Getting the model right at the individual visitor centre level; and
•
Investments to support and enhance the overall network effectiveness.

4.1 Sustainability for individual visitor centres
With such a range of different management models, funding levels and performance
across different visitor centres, a generic discussion or list of strategies to consider
would be ineffective at least. We have utilised the funding:opportunity matrix outlined
in the previous section as a segmentation framework to focus the discussion:
Diagram 14 – Three tier segmentation model

The three tiers of the model correspond to the strategic focus required to ensure
sustainability, as detailed in the following tables. As the level of opportunity grows
along the bottom axis, so does the potential broader value that the visitor centre can
be delivering to the local community. Following the flow of the relevant table will
ensure that stakeholders in each visitor centre are able to best match their level
investment with the business model most suited to the available opportunity.
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The top tier of the model is for larger centres with a reasonable level of funding,
visitation and local tourism product. Often these visitor centres have expanded their
commercial operations to include a mature retail offering, bookings and some form of
local destination marketing, whether basic (local or sub-regional holiday planners,
destination websites) or advanced (above or below the line brand-building or tactical
marketing campaigns).

!

Table 4 – Strategic considerations for Value Creation segment
If our tier is…
Value Creation

Then we need to be considering…
OUR ROLE
• Do the basics right first – has our drive for revenue taken
us away from our core function of providing high quality
visitor information and experiences?
• Ensuring that our current revenue generation activities
are creating value for the broader industry and not merely
redirecting value or acting in direct competition.
• Any role we have in local destination marketing and
ensuring alignment with broader regional strategies.
ADDITIONAL VALUE
• Opportunities to own local events and grow visitation.
• Our focus on driving visitation to surrounding areas.
• Signage strategies to increase visitation.
• Providing outsourced print and marketing services to
local businesses.
• Providing telephone and administration support to local
industry.
• In-centre experience enhancement via technology and
layout to improve retail sales, reduce footprint and open
sub-let opportunities.
• Need-based physical experience within the centre (e.g.
luxury, adventure, family), not library-style catalogue of
brochures.
COST BASE
• The use of volunteer ambassadors or mobile visitor
centres to increase exposure and reduce the need for
fixed staffing levels at the centre.
• Co-location with key attractions to reduce cost base and
increase visitation.
• The creation of a centralised regional operational hub for
smaller surrounding visitor centres.
o This could range from purchasing through to the
development of regional technology platforms and
applications.
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The mid tier of the model is where many accredited visitor centres sit, and are
perhaps under the most pressure to maintain sustainability. Visitor centres in this tier
must be incredibly careful with the way they invest their limited resource base, and it
will often be the case that trying to do less but with greater focus will reap better long
term results.

!

Table 5 – Strategic considerations for Model Optimisation segment
If our tier is…
Model
Optimisation

Then we need to be considering…
THE MODEL
• To what extent is our cost-base able to deliver additional
benefits to the local industry – are we above or below
average in terms of visitation and local tourism product
and therefore is there more to gain from additional
visitation?
• Is the investment in terms of staffing, training and
technology required to support a sales function justified
when we consider the trends in bookings revenue for our
centre?
• Should we be a centre focused on information provision
only or are our additional activities generating value?
MAINTAINING VALUE
• Partnerships with larger surrounding centres to share
knowledge and drive visitation.
• Signage strategies to increase visitation.
• Providing telephone and administration support to local
industry.
• In-centre experience enhancement via technology and
layout to improve retail sales, reduce footprint and open
sub-let opportunities.
• Need-based physical experience within the centre (eg
luxury, adventure, family), not library-style catalogue of
brochures.
COST BASE
• Information only model - Greater reliance on volunteers
combined with a simplified business model.
• Explore distributed information provision – kiosks, shopwithin-shop or touch-screen installations in secure areas
to increase visitation and engagement with reduced cost
base.
• Co-location with key attractions to reduce cost base and
increase visitation.
• Reduce opening hours and utilise volunteer ambassadors
to supplement visitor information requirements.
• Devolve non-core activities and expenditure to larger
centres – become a spoke connected to a larger hub.
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The third tier of the model contains many of the non-accredited visitor centres, and
the considerations outlined below either under current consideration or have already
been determined.
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Table 6 – Strategic considerations for Funding Efficiency segment
If our tier is…
Funding
Efficiency

Then we need to be considering…
THE MODEL
• With lower visitation and lower available product, the
model should focus on providing information in the most
cost-efficient way possible.
MAINTAINING VALUE
• Standardised information provision to enable multiple
businesses to share in the visitor information role.
• Ensure standardised information is available through
Experience Extraordinary mobile app.
COST BASE
• Co-location with CRCs, existing attraction or other
community services.
• Utilise a local network of small business ambassadors
trained in visitor service and information to replace the
need for a stand-alone visitor centre.
o E.g. roadhouses, newsagents and cafes.
• Rationalise with a nearby visitor centre to create a subregional centre representing both localities.

It should be noted that the guidelines in the preceding tables are general in nature. It
is intended that this framework would form the basis of the network-wide
communication roll-out recommended in Initiative 1 in Section 4.2. Using a workshop
format, stakeholders could be walked through the model in more detail and the
specifics of their individual visitor centre could be discussed.
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4.2 Enhancing the overall network
Beyond the centre-level considerations discussed in 4.1, there are several initiatives
that will help to improve the effectiveness of the overall network, and support the
individual centres’ efforts to create long-term sustainability. There are eight distinct
initiatives, phased for ease of implementation.
4.2.1

PHASE ONE – IMMEDIATE INITIATIVES

Initiative 1: State-wide communication of the study findings; their implications to
visitor centres and stakeholders with a particular focus on working through three-tier
segmentation model with individual centres’ stakeholders.
Purpose: Position stakeholders to understand the future direction of the visitor
centres and the network, optimise visitor centre current investment, and make a case
for new investment. The communication would also highlight some of the best
practice uncovered throughout the study to assist individual visitor centres and key
stakeholders to incorporate into their own operations.
Approach: State-wide series of workshops with Local Government, visitor centres
and RTOs to work through the strategic implications of the segmentation and
analysis in terms of:
1. Focus;
2. The true impact on the local community;
3. Funding levels;
4. Strategy development and KPIs; and
5. Sharing best practice examples.
Initiative 2: A standard strategy and approach for all visitor centres to incorporate
visitation, marketing initiatives, KPIs and reporting.
Purpose: Establish a clear purpose, role and goal for each visitor centre as well as
agreed performance management standards, accountability and management.
Approach: Develop a State-wide template and provide training to visitor centre
managers and stakeholders how to measure, record, analyse, manage and leverage
the data.
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PHASE TWO – MID TERM INITIATIVES
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Initiative 3: Review the current accreditation program.
Purpose: Create a robust, industry-recognised evaluation process that provides a
means of determining, formally recognising and promoting the competency,
authority and credibility of visitor centres.
Approach: Design and embed new processes that specifically target:
1. Customer satisfaction audits;
2. Standardised reporting and performance benchmarking; and
3. Guidance for signage treatment and placement.
Initiative 4: Establish the value of visitor centres in WA.
Purpose: Develop a measure of the economic impact of visitor centres in WA to
enable more informed decision-making across all stakeholders.
Approach: Visitor research to measure the impact of visitor centres on stay and
spend in different regions. Consideration should be given to establishing benchmarks
for visitor centres across all levels of opportunity.
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PHASE THREE – LONG TERM INITIATIVES
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Initiative 5: Modular-based training across the visitor centre network across a range
of customer service; empathetic, needs-based selling programs; and critical
conversations.
Purpose: Establish the minimum standards for providing consistent, quality
information to visitors; create the desired customer experience; and provide a
compelling staff training program to build capability across the network. This will
attract and retain talent, as well as providing career development opportunities and
succession planning pathways.
Approach: Design a strategic Learning & Development program for all staff based
on role, purpose of visitor centre and network vision.
Initiative 6: The development of a sub-regional management layer for accredited
visitor centres.
Purpose: Fill the management gap at a sub-regional level, providing focused
support, information dissemination, best-practice propagation and identification of
leverage opportunities.
Approach: Explore and evaluate different management models in conjunction with
potential partners including VCAWA, DRD, RTOs and ARTN.
Initiative 7: Develop a stronger “i” brand.
Purpose: Sell the benefits so that visitors know what to look for and would actively
seek out ‘i’ branded visitor centres, places of interest, services and products.
Approach: Development of a marketing strategy to better position the “i”, including:
1. Roll-out consistent approach signage framework incorporating the tourism
brown background as well as the ‘i’;
2. Consideration of domestic and international airport brand presence; and
3. Digital campaign to sell the benefits of visitor centres.
Initiative 8: Develop more centralised technology platforms, including co-ordinated
technology support and training.
Purpose: Deliver effective and impactful pre-destination and in-destination
information to visitors across all appropriate channels, including website, social
media and apps. Drive visitation to each area and present a cohesive visitor
experience.
Approach: In parallel with the sub-regional management layer, explore centralised
regional or sub-regional platforms to enable wider access to technology applications
and skills.
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D - CONSUMERS TRENDS
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A - List of stakeholders and visitor centres consulted as part
of the project
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PHASE 1
Table 7 - Tourism WA stakeholders
Stephanie Buckland, Chief Executive
Officer
Justin Vaughan, Director Executive and
Strategic Services
Renata Lowe, A/Executive Director
Infrastructure and Investment
Kelsie Johnston, Executive Director,
International Marketing
Sue Campbell, Project Manager
Infrastructure and Investment

Brooke Gregory, Manager Domestic
Marketing
Quie Ying Morrison, Digital Marketing
Manager
Marcus Falconer, Partnership Manager
Tom Upson, Contract Manager
Familiarisations
Lesleigh Clarke, Project Manager
Infrastructure and Investment

Table 8 - External stakeholders
Experience Perth
Australia’s Golden Outback
Australia’s Coral Coast
Tourism Council Western Australia
Department of Regional Development

Australia’s North West
Australia’s South West
Visitor Centre Association of Western
Australia
Western Australian Local Government
Association (WALGA)
Association of Western Australian
Community Resource Centres
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PHASE 3
Table 9 - External stakeholders and visitor centres
Albany Visitor Centre
Armadale Visitor Centre
Augusta Margaret River Tourism Association
• August Visitor Centre
• Margaret River Visitor Centre
Avon Tourism
Best of Australia
Bremer Bay Community Resource Centre
Bridgetown-Greenbushes Visitor Centre
Broome Chamber of Commerce & Industry
Broome Visitor Centre
Bruce Rock Visitor Centre (Shire of Bruce
Rock)
Bunbury Visitor Centre
Caravan Industry Association WA
Carnarvon Tourism Alliance
Carnarvon Visitor Centre
Central Greenough Cafe and Visitor Centre
Central Wheatbelt Visitor Centre

Chittering Visitor Centre
City of Albany
City of Armadale
City of Bunbury
City of Busselton
City of Fremantle
City of Greater Geraldton
City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder
City of Mandurah
City of Perth
City of Swan
Collie Visitor Centre
Coolgardie Visitor Centre (Shire of
Coolgardie)
Corrigin Community Resource Centre
Cranbrook Visitor Centre (Shire of Cranbrook)
Cunderdin Community Resource Centre

!

Dallwalinu Discovery Centre
Dandaragan Community Resource
Centre
Denmark Visitor Centre

Department of Parks and Wildlife
Derby Visitor Centre
Dongara Port Denison Visitor Centre
Donnybrook Visitor Centre
Dowerin Community Resource Centre
Dryandra Country Visitor Centre
Esperance Visitor Centre
Exmouth Visitor Centre
FORM
Fremantle Visitor Centre
Gascoyne Development Commission
Gascoyne Murchison Tourism Inc
Geographe Bay Tourism Association
• Busselton Visitor Centre
• Dunsborough Visitor Centre
Geraldton Visitor Centre
Gnowangerup Community Resource
Centre
Goldfields Tourism Network
Goldfields-Esperance Development
Commission
Halls Creek Travel and Tourism
Harvey Visitor Centre
Hidden Treasures
Hopetoun Community Resource Centre
I-City Information Kiosk (City of Perth)
Jurien Bay Visitor Centre
Kalbarri Visitor Centre
Kalgoorlie Boulder Pure Gold
Karratha Visitor Centre
Kellerberin Community Resource
Centre
Kojonup Visitor Centre
Koorda Community Resource Centre
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Kununurra Visitor Centre

Shire of Esperance

Lancelin Visitor Centre

Shire of Exmouth

Leeman Community Resource Centre

Shire of Kojonup

Leonora Visitor Centre
Mandurah and Peel Tourism Organisation

Shire of Manjimup
Shire of Merredin

Mandurah Visitor Centre

Shire of Mundaring

Manjimup Visitor Centre

Marble Bar Visitor Centre

Shire of Murray
• Dwellingup Visitor Centre
• Pinjarra Visitor Centre
Shire of Nannup

Morawa Visitor Centre

Shire of Northam

Mount Magnet Visitor Centre
Mullewa Community Resource Centre

Shire of Northampton
Shire of Ravensthorpe

Mundaring Visitor Centre

Shire of Roebourne

Narembeen Community Resource Centre
Newman Visitor Centre

Shire of Wiluna
Shire of Wyndham-East Kimberley

Norseman Visitor Centre

Solum

Northam Visitor Centre

South West Development Commission

Northcliffe Visitor Centre
Pemberton Visitor Centre

Southern Cross Visitor Centre (Shire of
Southern Cross)
Swan Valley Visitor Centre

Perenjori Pioneers Museum

The Great Beyond Visitor Centre

Perth Hills Visitor Centre
Pilbara Development Commission

The Williams Woolshed
Tom Price Visitor Centre

Porongurup Promotions Association

Toodyay Visitor Centre

Rockingham Visitor Centre
Roebourne Visitor Centre

Tourism Esperance
Town of Port Hedland

Rottnest Island Visitor Centre

Turquoise Coast Chambers Alliance

Shark Bay Tourism Association

Visitor Centre Association of Western
Australia
Walpole Visitor Centre

Shark Bay World Heritage Discovery and
Visitors Centre
Shire of Broome

!

Waroona Visitor Centre & Gallery

Shire of Carnarvon

Wave Rock Visitor Centre

Shire of Collie
Shire of Dandaragan

Western Australian Visitor Centre
Westonia Visitor Centre (Shire of Westonia)

Shire of Denmark

Wyalkatchem Community Resource Centre

Shire of East Pilbara
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B - Visitor centre network – further findings

!

The following section outlines more information on the visitor centre network in WA
not included in the key findings section of the report.
Diagram 15 - Snapshot of the visitor centres in WA1

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

!Management models, funding, door counts, staff number, membership structures and bookings all
sourced from in-depth interviews or the online survey with visitor centre managers, Aug-Oct 2013. Total
visitor centre numbers, location and accreditation status sourced from Tourism WA.
References in the diagram – 1) based on 81 visitor centres interviewed; 2) based on 68 visitor centres
interviewed; and 3) based on 50 visitor centres interviewed.
!
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Management models: The visitor centres mainly operate under four different
management models.
1. Local government: Almost half of the visitor centres interviewed are run by
local government. In some cases an advisory committee is in place to assist
the council.
2. Tourism Associations: Around a third of the visitor centres interviewed are
tourism associations and typically a not-for-profit incorporated management
committee or board oversees the running of the visitor centre.
3. Community Resource Centres (CRCs): There are a small number of CRCs
that provide community-based information, as well as visitor services. The
CRCs are run as not for profit organisations.
4. Private: Less than 10% of the visitor centres interviewed are run by private
sector operators that offer visitor services alongside other operations, such as
a café or attraction.
Bookings: Around a half of the visitor centres interviewed (40 of the 81 interviewed)
take bookings for accommodation and tours and most take commissions, with rates
varying from 10% to 15%. A small number of visitor centres will only take bookings
for accommodation or caravan sites that they manage.
Each of the visitor centres varies in the volume of bookings taken face-to-face, by
phone, by email and online. For some, face-to-face and by phone are by far the most
important booking channels while for others, particularly the larger visitor centres,
online is now the preferred booking channel.
The NVS data for the year ended June 2013 shows that only 7% of domestic visitors
to WA used a visitor centre to purchase event tickets, tours or transportation before
leaving home.2
Membership structures: Almost half of the visitor centres interviewed (38 of 81) had
a membership structure in place, with the number of members ranging from six to
600. While the majority have membership fees in place, others prefer to offer a free
service.
Each visitor centre has a different membership structure in place, based on the
requirements of the local area. The structures include variations of the following:
• Flat fee for all members
• Tiered structures based on:
o Bookable and non-bookable product;
o Type of business - for example tourism business/ general business/
individual;
o Location of business – within or outside the local district; and
o Business vs. individuals – for example business/ family/ singles/
pensioners.
The diversity in membership structures within regions can be expensive for operators
and can also cause confusion.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2

!Tourism Research Australia, ‘National Visitor Surveys’, YE June 2013
!
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“We need to have a consistent membership structure in the area or even one
membership that links across the visitor centres. It’s hard for the operators to
decide which visitor centre to be a member of and pay all of the membership
fees” Stakeholder

!

Location of visitor centres: The following maps show the location of the visitor
centres in relation to the location of operators across each of the nine regional
development areas3 and Perth metro. The maps only shows the operators listed with
the Australian Tourism Data Warehouse.4
Blue stars: visitor centres

orange dots: operators

Diagram 16 - Perth Metro

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3

The mapping software does not allow the maps to be cut exactly by each of the regions and these
maps provide the closest representation
4
Operator list sourced from the Australian Tourism Data Warehouse through Tourism WA, November
2013!
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Diagram 18 - Mid West
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Diagram 19 - Wheatbelt

Diagram 20 - Goldfields
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Diagram 21 - Gascogne

Diagram 22 - Pilbara
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Diagram 23 - Kimberley

Diagram 24 - Great Southern
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Diagram 25 - South West
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Diagram 26 - Snapshot of the visitor centre users in WA5

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5

Average nights, average trip expenditure and penetration by region figures are for domestic visitors
only – National Visitor Survey, year-end June 2013. Frequent user types are based on in-depth
interviews with 81 visitor centre managers, Aug-Oct 2013.!
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C - Operator survey – key findings
An online survey with tourism operators was conducted in October 2013. The aim of
the survey was to gather operator perspectives on:
• The proportion of sales/bookings through the visitor centres;
• The relationships with the visitor centres;
• The role, important attributes and value of the visitor centres;
• Awareness of the visitor centres’ sources of funding; and
• The importance of visitor centre accreditation.
Key learnings:
• While visitor centres are an important promotional point for operators,
visitor centres account for a low proportion of total operator sales.
• Around two thirds of operators (65%) agree or strongly agree that their
clients would visit a visitor centre during their trip.
• The most important attributes of a visitor centre are having knowledgeable
staff, offering a web presence and providing brochures and flyers.
Proportion of sales/bookings through visitor centres: Of the operators surveyed,
81% reported that some sales/bookings came to them through visitor centres. The
Q4 proportion
– What % of
sales
come through
average
sales/bookings
thateach
camechannel?
through visitor centres was 13%.
Diagram 27 - Average percentage of sales that come through each channel
Walk up

34%

Other

26%

Own website

26%
19%

Phone

18%

Email
Visitor Centre
Retail travel agent
Inbound tour operator

13%
8%
6%

N=119

Relationships with visitor centres: Visitor centres are a key promotional point for
many operators. As seen in Figure x, visitor centres are used for stocking brochures,
as booking agents and as referral sources for many operators.
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Q5 – What is your relationship with your local VC?

!

Diagram 28 - What is your relationship with your local visitor centre?
85%

They stock our brochures

59%

We receive referrals from them

47%

They make bookings with us via phone or email
They can book us in real time via our Online
Booking System

30%
19%

Other

14%

They sell tickets for our tours/attraction
We have no relationship

3%
N=124

Just under half of all operators surveyed said visitor centres provided referrals that
wouldQ7
be unlikely to come through another channel.
Diagram 29 - The extent two which operators agree or disagree with each statement
Strongly disagree

Disagree

No opinion

Agree

We regularly check with the local visitor centre to
ensure they have the latest information regarding 3% 13% 8%
our business

The local visitor centre passes on any feedback
they receive regarding our business

9%

Visitor centres provide referrals or customer leads
that would be unlikely to come through any other 6%
channel

25%

17%

22%

Mean

Top 2

3.76

77%

3.72

72%

18%

3.5

65%

34%

17%

3.34

51%

31%

18%

3.34

49%

59%

The local visitor centre contacts us regularly
regarding their services, upcoming events and 7% 11% 10%
related activities
Most of our clients would visit a visitor centre
5%
during their trip

Strongly agree

18%

49%

5%

23%

47%

23%

22%

N=121

Important attributes and value of visitor centres: For operators, the most
important attributes of a visitor centre were:
• Having knowledgeable staff that provide information about the region, product
offered and upcoming events;
• Offering a web presence to educate and attract visitors to the local area; and
• Providing brochures and flyers.
There was a large variance in the value that operators got from their local visitor
centre. Overall, nearly half (49%) of operators felt they had a ‘very good’ to ‘excellent’
relationship with their visitor centre. However, over a quarter (28%) believed their
relationship with their visitor centre was ‘fair’ to ‘poor’.
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Diagram
Q7 30: Overall, how would you rate the value you receive from your local visitor
centre?
Poor

Fair

Good

How would you rate the value you receive
from your local visitor centre?

14%

Very good

14%

23%

!

Excellent

2%

25%

N=112

Operators said visitor centres could add more value to their business by marketing
the region to visitors, keeping information about the region and its offerings up-todate and being highly trained in customer service and sales.
Awareness of funding sources: The majority (84%) of operators said they were
awareWhich
of howsources
visitor centres
were
funded.
does your
local
visitor centre receive funding from?
Diagram 31 - Which sources does your local visitor centre receive funding from?
84%

Local government

82%

Memberships

64%

Operations

29%

State government

Other

8%
N=91
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Importance of accreditation: Nearly half (45%) of operators said it was ‘very
important’ or ‘critical’ for their local visitor centre to be accredited.

!

Diagram
Q7 32 - Overall, how important is it for a visitor centre to be accredited by the
Tourism Council of Western Australia?
Unimportant

Slightly important

How important is it for a visitor centre to be
accredited by the Tourism Council of
Western Australia

14%

Important

16%

Very important

25%

30%

Critical

15%

N=111
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D - Consumers trends
The way consumers plan, book and experience travel is evolving rapidly with
technology playing an increasingly important role in the consumer purchase lifecycle
for travel and tourism products. Visitor centres need to adapt to these changing
consumer trends in order to remain sustainable into the future.
Key learnings:
• Growth in digitisation has resulted in an increased number of touch points
and sources of information for consumers to customise their travel.
• Of the five phases of the consumer purchase lifecycle, visitor centres can
have the greatest impact in Phase 4: Destination.
• Travellers from WA’s key international markets exhibit different behaviours
in online
and purchase
social media
Figure 3 The
customer
cycleusage that visitor centres should be aware of.
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PriceWaterhouseCoopers and Tourism Australia, ‘Distribution in Australia’s international markets:
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This industry-centric view does not directly correspond with the experience of travel
customers. Given that changes and trends occurring in tourism are being driven by consumer
preferences, the industry needs to respond and adapt with customers in mind. To reflect this,
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Throughout each of these five phases there are a number of touch points and
sources of information used by consumers. The growth of digitisation has resulted in
an increase in the number of touch points, including the addition of online and social
media. Internet usage is increasing across all phases of the purchase lifecycle and in
some phases, further growth is expected.

!

Figure
5 34
New
purchase
Diagram
- Touch
pointscycle
in the new consumer purchase lifecycle7
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created clutter and confusion, which has caused the traditional lines of government and
industry responsibility and influence to become blurred.

Phase 2: Planning
The internet is used most prevalently by international and domestic travellers during
the planning phase.7
Figure 35 shows the key information sources used by international and domestic
visitors to plan a trip to WA in the year ending June 2013. The majority of domestic
visitors (89%) and just under half of international visitors used the internet to source
information on their trip to WA (47%). The next most used sources of information for
both domestic and international visitors were “from a previous visit” and friends and
relatives. Only 2% of domestic visitors referred to a tourist office or visitor information
centre.8
In 2012 the Text100 Travel and Tourism Study9 reported that all travellers to all
destinations searched for information regarding prices/room rates and surrounding

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7

!PriceWaterhouseCoopers and Tourism Australia, ‘Distribution in Australia’s international markets:
Situational Analysis’, March 2013.!
8
Tourism Research Australia, International and National Visitor Surveys, YE June 2013
9

!Text100, ‘Text100 Digital Index: Travel and Tourism Study’, October 2012.!
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attractions at their chosen destination. More specifically, Asia-Pacific (APAC)
travellers searched for information on special packages, weather and accessibility. In
2013, an online survey conducted by Jigsaw for Tourism WA found the majority of all
travellers considered it important to understand the distances needed to travel when
planning a holiday.10

!

Diagram 35 - Key information sources used by international and domestic visitors –
year ended June 2013
International Visitors

Domestic Visitors

Internet

48%
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32%
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20%
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Travel book guide or brochure
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Australia
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Travel agent
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0%

20%

40%
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Source: Tourism(Research(Australia,(Interna4onal(and(Na4onal(Visitor(Surveys,(YE(June(2013(

PwC expects internet use will continue to slowly grow in Phase 2: Planning.
Additionally internet access will continue to be more mobile and the type of content
will change to being more user generated content.7
Phase 3: Bookings
Consumers want more control of their travel. With the increase in the number, depth
and reliability of information used in Phase 2: Planning, travellers are more easily
able to plan and customise their travel, including destinations and activities.
Despite the growing use of internet during Phase 2: Planning, bookings are still being
made through traditional offline channels. While 89% of domestic visitors used the
internet to plan part of their holiday to WA for the year ending June 2013, less than a
quarter (22%) made any bookings on the internet prior to travelling.11 Just over half
of international visitors (52%) booked on the internet before travelling.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10
11

Jigsaw, ‘Online Travel Planning Behaviour- Quantitative Findings’, June 2013

!Tourism Research Australia, International and National Visitor Surveys, YE June 2013
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The PwC report highlights the importance of offline channels for converting sales in
overseas markets, particularly for accommodation and international airfares.

!

Looking to the future, PwC reports that the travel and tourism industry is anticipating
a rise in consumers booking online or direct with operators over the next three to five
years. This trend will lead to a fall in the percentage of bookings made through retail
agents, wholesalers and inbound tour operators. It should be noted, however, that
different travel and tourism market segments are likely to observe differences in
channel usage by consumers.12
Phase 4: Destination
During the destination phase travellers access additional sources of information,
including Visitor Information Centres (VICs), accommodation providers, Electronic
Direct Marketing (EDM), and travel agents.12 PwC reports that consumer decisions
are still being made during this phase regarding itineraries, booking accommodation
and activities, and making last minute local travel arrangements.
The key findings and detailed findings sections of this report explain the main
consumer and technology trends that impact on the visitor centres during the
destination phase. In addition to these trends, visitors from some of WA’s key
international markets exhibit different online behaviours that the visitor centres
should be aware of.
Visitors from Singapore and the UK are more likely to use the internet in destination,
whereas visitors from Japan and China are more likely to plan and book before
arrival.
Table 10 - Key differences by country of origin – while on holiday12

Levels of
engagement
with
distribution
channels

% visitors
accessing the
internet
(March 2012)

China
Low due to high
levels of predestination, prebookings &
organised travel

Japan
Low due to preplanning & prebooking
Heavier reliance
on guide books

South Korea

Singapore
High internet
usage –
important to
have accessible
online travel
content &
booking
functions via
mobile devices

UK
High internet
usage
High levels of
booking product
direct

33%

38%

51%

68%

80%
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!PriceWaterhouseCoopers and Tourism Australia, ‘Distribution in Australia’s international markets:
Situational Analysis’, March 2013.!
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Most popular • Smart phone
• Smart phone
• Smart phone
• Smart phone
• PC in
devices used
(30%)
(39%)
(33%)
(41%)
accommodatio
(March 2012) • Netbook/ laptop • Netbook/ laptop • Netbook/ laptop • Netbook/ laptop n (23%)
(29%)
(21%)
(28%)
(29%)
• Netbook/ laptop
(~21%)
• iPad (15%)
• Smart phone
(~20%)

!

Phase 5: Sharing
Sharing experiences during and after travel is increasing worldwide and social media
has a substantial influence in how Australia is depicted globally.
• The Jigsaw study found that nine in 10 travellers will share their trip
experiences. The majority of travellers (66%) will share when they return
while just under half (45%) share during travel. Positive experiences are more
likely to be shared online than negative experiences.13
• The most popular social media sites for sharing activities by international
visitors to WA in the year ended March 2013 were Facebook (84%), YouTube
(22%), Google Plus (20%), Tripadvisor (13%), Twitter (10%) and LinkedIn
(3%).14
The visitor centres should also be aware that different nationalities use social media
in different ways. For example, visitors from the UK are more likely to use social
media to share experiences compared with visitors from Japan or China. Usergenerated content (UGC), such as shared experiences from fellow travellers, is
particularly important to visitors from the UK.
Table 11 - Social media usage by country of origin – international visitors to
Australia15
China
% visitors that
50%
used or
planned to use
social media to
share
experiences
(March 2012)
Behaviours
• Instant
messaging
• Sharing links
• Content on
micro-blogs

Preferred

• Sina Weibo

Japan
45%

Social media
networks are
less
widespread.

• Facebook

South Korea
56%

Singapore
54%

Product
reviews have a
major impact
in South
Korea.

High usage of
social media.
Consumer
generated
content is
highly
influential.

• Facebook

• Facebook

UK
61%

Heavily
involved in
social media
and
networking.
Consumer
generated
content is key.
• Facebook
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Text100, ‘Text100 Digital Index: Travel and Tourism Study’, October 2012.
Tourism Research Australia, International Visitor Surveys, YE March 2013.
15
PriceWaterhouseCoopers and Tourism Australia, ‘Distribution in Australia’s international markets:
Situational Analysis’, March 2013.!
14
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social media
(28%)
sites used by
• QQ/QZone
holiday visitors
(24%)
• Google Plus
(20%)

(64%)
• Twitter
(22%)
• YouTube
(16%)
• Mixi (16%)

(41%)
• Naver (28%)
• Google Plus
(19%)

(53%)
• YouTube
(19%)
• Twitter
(17%)

hello@haeberlin.com.au
www.haeberlin.com.au

(75%)
• Google Plus
(22%)
• TripAdvisor
(16%)
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